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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a novel augmentation-based DG
approach, dubbed AugLearn. Different from existing data
augmentation methods, our AugLearn views a data augmentation
module as hyper-parameters of a classification model and
optimizes the module together with the model via meta-learning.

Motivation
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Existing augmentation DG methods are non-optimizable or
normally require some complicated design of learning objectives.
There is no guarantee that the augmented images, when used for
training the main classification model, can ensure the model
generalizes well to an unseen domain.

Methodology

Experiments
A. Main results

B. Ablation study

C. Adversarial attack

AugLearn (-F) outperforms the ERM method by a clear margin on
both PACS and Office-Home datasets. In addition, AugLearn (-F)
is complementary to other DG method (e.g. MixStyle).
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D. Visualization

We have presented a novel data augmentation based DG method,
termed AugLearn. AugLearn treats the augmentation module as the
model hyperparameters and optimizes it with meta learning. Our
AugLearn is light-weight, model-agnostic and applicable to any base
DG methods (verified with two different DG methods). More
inherently, our AugLearn module is capable of augmenting data in
both the time and frequency spaces.

Conclusion

Results show that
learning the model
with meta-learning is
crucial to improve the
generalization ability.

Augmenting the input
images in the frequency
space during training
gives more robustness to
the trained classification
model against potential
adversarial attacks.

AugLearn changes the original
images dramatically while
AugLearn-F do not change
much from the original images.
AugLearn-F still can improve
the model performance clearly,
which shows it is more
effective to augment images in
frequency space than that in
time space.

Inner loop optimization

outer loop optimization

Augmentation in frequency space

Left: original, middle: AugLearn,
right: AugLearn-F

is DCT, and is inverse DCT.

is the augmentation module, and F is the classification model.

DDAIG: Deep Domain-Adversarial Image Generation for Domain Generalisation
L2A-OT:Learning to Generate Novel Domains for Domain Generalization
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